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PRESENT 
 
Committee members: Councillors Larry Culhane (Chair), Sharon Holder, 
Charlie Dewhirst and Steve Hamilton 
 
Other Councillors: Michael Cartwright, Sue Fennimore and Wesley Harcourt 
 

 
11. MINUTES  

 
RESOLVED 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 28 June 2016 be approved as a 
correct record and signed by the Chair. 
 

12. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
Apologies for absence had been received from Councillor Iain Cassidy who 
was attending another Council meeting. 
 

13. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

14. ENDING GANG VIOLENCE AND EXPLOITATION STRATEGY  
 
Claire Rai, Head of Community Safety, explained that the Ending Gang 
Violence and Exploitation Strategy had been written in response to a change 
in focus from the Home Office. There was now more interest in tackling 
exploitation and the Hammersmith and Fulham strategy included that. The 
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strategy was intended to last for 5 years but would be reviewed annually by 
members of the partnership to ensure that it was working well.  
 
The trend in Hammersmith and Fulham over recent years had been for a 
significant reduction in youth violence, although the past three years had 
shown slight increases. Hammersmith and Fulham had an average level of 
youth crime for a London borough, whilst public perception of youth crime 
being a significant problem was low. 
 
The strategy had six priorities which were: Prevention, Diversion and Early 
Intervention; Engagement; Enforcement; Gangs Exit and Resettlement; CSE, 
Girls and Gangs, and; Information Sharing, Governance and Partnership 
Working. 
 
Claire Rai explained that the committee’s views on the strategy were 
welcomed and that after these had been considered and incorporated the 
Ending Gang Violence and Exploitation Partnership would put the plan into 
action.  
 
The Chair asked whether the strategy was aligned with the Violence Against 
Women and Girls Strategy, as the two seemed likely to have significant 
crossover. Claire Rai said that they did overlap in many ways and appropriate 
links had been included in the strategies.  
 
The Chair asked whether the council worked with other authorities to provide 
housing for those fleeing gangs. Jody Grogan, Metropolitan Police, explained 
that the London Gang Exit Service now provided housing as part of its 
package.  
 
Councillor Holder felt that the strategy needed to emphasise the positive role 
of the police more noting that police officers were often the first officials gang 
members and their families experienced and so it was important that that this 
was a good one and that the strategy recognised this. Claire Rai agreed to 
add more information about the role of the police to the strategy; she 
explained that the four new council funded safer schools officers would be 
working with Secondary Schools and Pupil Referral Units to try to engage 
young people likely to be engaged with crime. Jody Grogan explained that the 
police also worked hard to engage and reassure victims of gang crime.  
 
Councillor Dewhirst asked officers and the police whether the level of gang 
violence seemed to have risen or fallen over the past few months. Jody 
Grogan said that there had been a problem with gangs from neighbouring 
boroughs operating in Hammersmith and Fulham since the early part of 2016; 
this was continuing to be dealt with by police, for example, by using more high 
visibility patrols in areas where gangs operated.  
 
The Chair asked whether officers in the safer schools team had a good 
knowledge of the borough. Jody Grogan said that some of the officers in the 
team had worked in the borough for many years and so had very good local 
knowledge and experience. Councillor Fennimore explained that the 
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recruitment process for the additional members of the team funded by the 
council had been rigorous.  
 
A resident asked what age members of gangs tended to be and whether their 
parents were given support. Alison Saberoche, Manager of the Youth 
Offending Service, said that gang members were typically between 10-17 
years old and that parents were given support and advice. It was common to 
have more than one gang member in a family so often the service worked 
with the whole family. The Chair asked whether children became gang 
members as a result of poor transitions from primary to secondary school. 
Alison Saberoche said that there were issues with transitions and that schools 
could do more to support those who might become gang members. 
 
Councillor Fennimore said that the work which would be done to implement 
the strategy was a very important part of the council’s commitment to young 
people and families. She thought that the strategy was very impressive and 
hoped that the youth offending service could now deliver a more complete 
service and intervene earlier. She praised the work of Queen’s Park Rangers 
Football Club in helping to tackle gang s and felt that the partnership would 
help to reduce gang violence and exploitation.  
 
Councillor Cartwright highlighted the importance of Hammersmith Youth 
Court to ensuring that justice could be delivered in the community. He was 
concerned that residents might have to travel as far as Hendon or Highbury if 
it were closed, as was the government’s current proposal. There would also 
be delays to cases being heard. This would impact on the strategy. Claire Rai 
noted that the proposal was currently being consulted on and that officers 
were drafting a response to object to the closure.  
 

15. DRAFT REPORT OF THE HAMMERSMITH AND FULHAM AIR QUALITY 
COMMISSION  
 
Rosemary Petit, Chair of the Air Quality Commission, explained that the 
Leader of the Council, Councillor Stephen Cowan, had asked her to lead a 
group of residents to make recommendations on how to improve the 
borough’s air quality. Other commissioners had been sought and a great 
team had been assembled. She paid tribute to the hard work of her fellow 
commissioners: Kate Forbes, David Chamberlain, Andrew Pendleton, 
Professor Derek Clements-Croome and Natalie Lindsay and explained that 
many long nights of reading and evidence gathering had been required to 
build up enough knowledge to make recommendations on the issue. She also 
thanked Chris Bainbridge, Elisabeth Fonseca and especially Peter Smith who 
had supported the commission. 
 
Rosemary Petit explained that nearly one in four deaths in Hammersmith and 
Fulham could be attributed to air pollution. Two hundred and three residents 
died early each year as a result of poor air quality. The diseases and health 
problems caused and exacerbated by air pollution were numerous, and 
scientific research was regularly identifying more conditions caused by air 
pollution. The commission had decided that it was necessary to drastically 
improve air quality and looked at a wide range of ways this could be done, 
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receiving briefings from officers, evidence from experts, reading a mass of 
reports, and also considering over 40 submissions made by residents and 
experts in response to the commission’s call for evidence.  
 
The commission had decided not to limit its recommendations, but to give 
everyone from the government right down to individual residents something to 
do to improve air quality.  
 
The key recommendations for government were: to ban the sale of new, and 
importation of all, diesel cars and to take measures to encourage drivers to 
scrap existing diesels; to introduce nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate 
matter (PM10) testing as part of the MOT, and; to introduce no drive days in 
major cities during episodes of very high pollution.  
 
The commission recommended that the GLA and Mayor of London: review 
the London Plan to prioritise air quality; give Hammersmith and Fulham a low 
emission neighbourhood; replace diesel and petrol buses with electric ones; 
launch an anti-idling campaign; hold car free days in inner London; smooth 
traffic flows; monitor grass, hedge and tree cover across London; and amend 
the Climate Change and Energy Strategy to stop promoting combined heat 
and power installations above air quality neutral technology.  
 
The council had a very large number of recommendations and the 
commission felt that it could, by implementing them, lead by example. The 
recommendations included: 

- The Local Plan and other planning policy documents to be amended 
to: require developments to be assessed for their impact on air quality; 
include Walkability, and; strengthen and increase the prominence of 
greening and arboricultural policies. 

- The WELL being standard to be adopted for new developments and 
prefabrication of buildings encouraged. 

- A freight consolidation scheme for West London.  
- To work towards using only low emission vehicles, and make sure 

contractors met low emissions targets. 
- The development of an Urban Ecology Plan with an increase in tree, 

hedge and grass planting on council land and staggered pruning of 
trees.  

- The promotion of air quality alerts and forecasts and the development 
of awareness raising and education schemes. 

- An increase parking permit charges for diesel vehicles. 
- Encourage ‘Blue Green’ schemes in homes and offices. 
- Improve pedestrian and cycle routes. 
- Increase the number of electric vehicle charging points in the borough. 
- Wash down streets to reduce resuspension of pollution. 
- Replace boilers with models which emitted less nitrogen oxides.  

 
Finally the commission had recommendations for residents, businesses and 
community groups. These were for employers and community groups to 
promote low carbon and air pollution behaviours such as car sharing, and 
replace high polluting equipment, for schools to engage pupils in tackling poor 
air quality and in greening initiatives, and for residents to walk more, 
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especially to schools with children, to cycle more, to become Citizen 
Scientists and monitor air quality, and to replace ageing boilers where this 
was affordable. 
 
Rosemary Petit said that there was much to be done, but that if everyone 
played their part it was possible to make Hammersmith and Fulham the 
greenest borough in London. 
 
The Chair thanked the members of the air quality commission for their hard 
work.  
 
Councillor Cartwright asked whether lorries and buses were responsible for 
most of the nitrogen oxide in the borough. Rosemary Petit said that it was 
certainly true that larger vehicles created more pollution but that buses and 
lorries were relatively low polluters now, with mobile machinery such as 
cranes emitting eight times the amount of pollution of the average bus. Buses 
were now often hybrids which cut the level of pollution.  Elisabeth Fonseca, 
Environmental Quality Manager, explained that lorries made up about 12% of 
nitrogen oxide emissions in the borough whilst London Transport buses made 
up 22%. Diesel cars made up 21% of the emissions with petrol cars a further 
emitting 13% of NOx pollution. Coaches were responsible for 7% of 
emissions which, considering how few coaches travelled on the borough’s 
roads, showed that there was much work to be done with coach operators. 
 
Councillor Dewhirst noted that a ban on sales of diesel cars might seriously 
weaken the UK motor manufacturing industry, and that he felt a more phased 
approach would be of benefit. He noted that many buses were hybrids, with 
diesel engines as back up to the electric engine. He was impressed with 
many of the recommendations to the council, and pleased that the 
commission had identified that the council’s contractors needed to use low 
emission vehicles as well. Councillor Hamilton said that he was concerned 
that the scrappage scheme, a surcharge on diesel fuel and an increase in 
parking permit prices for diesel cars might have a significant effect on poorer 
residents. Rosemary Petit agreed that there was a balance to be struck but 
felt that a modest increase was an important way to encourage people to stop 
driving high emission vehicles. Councillor Holder felt that motor 
manufacturers needed to do more to help resolve the problem of air pollution, 
especially in light off many companies having been lying about the emissions 
of their vehicles. Andrew Pendleton said that the inclusion of NOx emissions 
in the MOT test would help inform drivers and make some companies clean 
up their act. 
 
The Chair asked where particulates settled. Elisabeth Fonseca said that the 
vast majority of particulate matter settled on and, was re-suspended from, the 
main carriageway of roads. She added that more particulate pollution (PM10) 
was re-suspended (17%) than produced by the exhausts of all vehicles on the 
roads (11%). The Chair asked whether any local authorities already washed 
down roads. Elisabeth Fonseca said that it wasn’t yet done on a large scale, 
but that the council was carrying out trials around scrubs lane and that data 
on the success of this trial should be available in a few months. 
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A resident asked how far from roads air pollution spread. Elisabeth Fonseca 
explained that pollution dropped quite quickly, but that in Hammersmith and 
Fulham, safe levels were exceeded a long way from main roads as a result of 
the concentration in the area. Rosemary Petit noted that green walls were a 
potential way to prevent pollution from spreading too far. Councillor Dewhirst 
asked whether stationary traffic produced particularly large amounts of 
pollution. Elisabeth Fonseca said that where traffic wasn’t moving there was a 
significant concentration of vehicles, but that because engines were idling 
each car was actually emitting a lot less than if it were moving quickly. 
Start/Stop technology was helping to reduce the level of pollution caused by 
cars in traffic jams.  
 
A resident asked whether the face masks occasionally worn by cyclists had 
any benefit. Elisabeth Fonseca replied that whilst there were masks which 
could filter out pollution the majority of those she had seen were not likely to 
make a significant difference to the level of pollution in the air the wearer was 
breathing. 
 
Councillor Dewhirst asked whether there had been any further plans 
presented by TfL for the redevelopment of Hammersmith Bus Station. The 
Leader explained that there had been no plans presented by TfL since 2014 
when a plan with a 30 storey tower-block and no flyunder had been brought to 
the council. He explained that a residents working party had been set up to 
develop plans of what residents wanted to see but that this was only just 
beginning its work.  
 
Councillor Harcourt thanked the commission for the incredible amount of work 
they had put into the report. He said that the administration was committed to 
becoming the greenest borough in London, and noted that there were some 
hard decisions to take to achieve this but that he also felt it was important to 
include residents in the plans, as their behaviour and support was key to 
improving air quality.  
 
The Leader of the Council thanked Rosemary Petit for having chaired the 
commission and made it such a success. He remembered that in his youth 
everyone had assumed that the 21st century would be clean and cities free of 
pollution; now he felt, was the time to make that idea a reality and he felt that 
the commission’s report gave Hammersmith and Fulham a chance to lead 
that work. 
 
It was resolved-  
That the report be noted and passed to the Cabinet for their consideration. 
 

16. ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING POLICY  
 
Matt Butler, Head of Policy & Spatial Planning, explained that the purpose of 
the report was to highlight the ways in which planning policy promoted the 
council’s aim to become the greenest borough.  
 
In 2014 the new administration had asked officers to review the local plan to 
place more of a focus on green issues. The local plan was the main planning 
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policy document which the council used to control development and reduce 
its negative impacts. A new policy on air quality had been introduced as well 
as a strengthening policies around carbon dioxide emissions, flood prevention 
and SUDS, cycle parking, and car free developments. The revised local plan 
was being consulted on from Friday 16 September 2016 to Friday 28 October 
2016. 
 
As well as improving policies officers had tried to engage developers at an 
earlier stage to allow officers to influence their plans and encourage them to 
think about the environmental impact of their proposals from the outset. Once 
the application had been submitted officers would assess proposals against 
policies and residents could have their say on the scheme. If planning 
permission was granted appropriate conditions would be added to make sure 
developers fully implemented the environmental aspects of their schemes. 
Officers would then monitor progress to ensure that these were met.  
 
The council was working with Imperial College to get funding for a scheme to 
test how effective various green measures were. This information could then 
be used to persuade developers of the benefits of such measures and also to 
shape planning policies. 
 
Residents were also now more able to engage in the planning process, 
having been given speaking rights at planning meetings, being represented 
on design review panels which gave advice to developers, and being included 
in policy formation.  
 
The Chair asked whether planning policy sufficiently addressed particulate 
matter pollution. Matt Butler explained that Policy CC10 – Air Quality was a 
new policy and that it had been drafted to ensure that developers assessed 
the impact of their developments on air quality and conversely the impact of 
air pollution on their developments. The policy required developers to 
implement mitigation measures to deal with either of these eventualities. 
Many of the other environmental policies, for example, those affecting 
transport and controlling industrial uses also addressed particulate matter 
pollution. Paul Baker, Lead Environmental Policy Officer, noted that combined 
heat and power systems could cause air pollution, although they were 
promoted by the London Plan. In respect of carbon reduction, the policies in 
the new local plan would force developers to assess the impact of such 
systems. Matt Butler added that where carbon reduction policy targets could 
not be met, ‘lieu-payments’ from developers to the council should be made to 
spend on CO2 reduction  measures in the borough. 
 
Councillor Hamilton felt that parking permit free developments were difficult 
for some residents, saying that there were many residents who did not use 
their cars for driving in London but needed them for longer journeys. Matt 
Butler explained that car free developments were a long established idea and 
that they generally worked well. Where there were exceptional cases of need, 
s106 agreements could be drafted to allow a degree of flexibility in respect of 
switching the allocation of on-site parking. Councillor Hamilton referred to 
paragraph 6.266 and said that water was not an increasingly scarce resource, 
but agreed that it needed careful management. Paul Baker agreed and 
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explained that whilst there was plenty of water, London’s projected drinking 
water supply needed to improve sufficiently to keep up with the rise in 
population; there was therefore less water available to be wasted.  
 
Morag Carmichael, Chair of Hammersmith and Fulham Friends of the Earth, 
asked what the borough’s policies were on the removal of trees, as there 
were issues with the health of some in the Bloom development close to 
Wormholt Park. Matt Butler explained that the policy was for trees to be 
replaced at least one for one. He said that developers were generally happy 
to plant trees as they improved the setting of their developments. Councillor 
Harcourt noted that the policy also required the trees to be kept in a healthy 
condition.  
 
The Chair thanked officers for preparing an interesting and useful report and 
residents for contributing to the discussion. 
 

17. WORK PROGRAMME AND DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS  
 
Councillor Hamilton asked whether the changes to Controlled Parking Zone D 
would be brought to the PAC. Councillor Culhane explained that the 
committee did not generally hold meetings about changes to individual 
parking zones and so the report was not on the work programme.  
 
Members noted the work programme and that the next meeting would be held 
on 16 November 2016. 
 

 
Meeting started: 7.00 pm 
Meeting ended: 8.45 pm 

 
 

Chair   

 
 
 
 

Contact officer: Ainsley Gilbert 
Committee Co-ordinator 
Governance and Scrutiny 

 : 020 8753 2088 
 E-mail: ainsley.gilbert@lbhf.gov.uk 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1.1. This report provides an overview of the council’s work to improve biodiversity, 
including work in parks and tackling air pollution. It also considers how the 
council involves its residents in increasing biodiversity. 

1.2. In Hammersmith and Fulham, we are taking numerous measures to maintain 
and enhance biodiversity and work with residents to achieve this goal. 
Through planning policy, improving our parks and open spaces, tackling air 
pollution and a range of other greening initiatives we are working towards our 
goal to be the greenest borough. 

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

2.1. It is recommended that the committee notes and comments on the council’s 
work to conserve and improve biodiversity in Hammersmith and Fulham. 

 

3. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES  

Biodiversity 

3.1. Biodiversity refers to the variety of plants and animals and other living things 
in a particular area or region. A healthy, properly functioning natural 
environment is the foundation of sustained economic growth, prospering 
communities and personal wellbeing. A well-balanced natural environment 
provides a green economy, pollination, water purification, sustainable urban 
drainage, flood reduction, enhances air quality, climate moderation, removes 
pollutants, and enhances mental and physical health and wellbeing & social 
cohesion. 

3.2. Demographic change, economic growth, climate change, new technologies, 
societal preferences, and changes in policy and regulatory environments may 
all have profound consequences on the ecosystem. Establishing a robust 
ecological network in Hammersmith & Fulham will improve nature’s ability to 
withstand these pressures and protect our natural environment for residents 
now and in the future. 

The law 

3.3. Local authorities are by law (section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural 
Communities Act 2006) responsible for conserving biodiversity, which 
includes restoring or enhancing a population or habitat, in exercising its 
functions.  

3.4. The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 provides protection for a range of 
birds, animals, plants, and habitats. It is against the law to damage the nest of 
any wild bird i.e. illegal to trim a hedge that is home to a nesting wild bird. It is 
an offence to intentionally pick, uproot or destroy any wild plant or to kill 
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animals protected by the Act such as bats, and certain types of moth and 
beetle. 

3.5. In October 2010 in Nagoya, Japan, over 190 countries around the world 
reached an historic global agreement to take urgent action to halt the loss of 
biodiversity. In response, the Government’s Biodiversity 2020: ‘A strategy for 
England’s wildlife and ecosystem services’ sets out the ambition to halt the 
overall loss of England’s biodiversity by 2020 with a longer term ambition to 
move to a net gain position.  

3.6. There is a requirement under the National Planning Policy Framework that the 
local authority planning system both contributes to and enhances the natural 
and local environment. It must minimise impacts on biodiversity and provide 
net gains, and contribute to halt the overall decline by establishing coherent 
ecological networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures. 

 

Local context 

 

3.7. As a densely urbanised inner London borough, little remains of Hammersmith 
and Fulham’s original natural ecosystem complexes. Despite this, many 
quality wildlife habitats exist along the borough’s waterways and rail tracks 
and within its parks, cemeteries and community gardens where these are not 
over-manicured. The River Thames and the Grand Union Canal also form two 
important ‘blue’ wildlife corridors. 

3.8. A 1988 study of the borough’s wildlife habitats identified a total of 225 
hectares of green space in the borough that constitutes 14 percent of the total 
surface area of the borough. A breakdown of this into different habitat types 
shows that over 60 percent of green space in the borough (150 hectares) 
comprises formal parkland, sports pitches, and amenity grassland. Of the 
remainder, the majority is grassland (30 hectares) and herbaceous 
communities (18 hectares). There is only around six hectares of native 
woodland that remains in the entire borough. An up to date study is required 
to inform future policy. 

3.9. Natural areas of importance in Hammersmith & Fulham include Metropolitan 
areas, Borough Wide areas (Grade I and Grade II), areas of Local importance 
and Green Corridors (see Appendix 1). 

3.10. Our housing estates have a mix of both hard and soft external surfaces. The 
large and small estates contain some 4,000 trees of varied species. One 
garden - The Grange, Lisgar Terrace - is of local historical importance with a 
connection to the pre-Raphaelite painter Edward Burne-Jones. There is 
potential to improve local biodiversity, surface water management, and air 
quality through improvements to both the ground level surfaces, and to the 
footprint of 45,000sqm of flat roofed buildings managed by Housing.    

3.11. The borough’s streets are lined with approximately 9,000 trees. The traditional 
species like London Planes and Limes, a legacy from the first wave of 
planting in the late C19th and early C20th, account for 2,000.The remaining 
7,000 are comprised of predominately of the smaller ornamental species such 
as Cherry Blossom, Rowan, Pear and Whitebeam trees.   
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3.12. The larger species, chosen for their ability to tolerate the heavily polluted air 
from industry and coal fires and regular pollarding, now make the largest 
contribution to canopy cover. This cover is an important factor in mitigating the 
effect of urban heat islands and extreme rainfall events. 

 

4. OPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS  

 

How we are working to improve biodiversity 

 

Urban ecology policy 

4.1. We are drafting an urban ecology policy that sets out our ambitions to improve 
and maintain the natural environment and increase biodiversity in 
Hammersmith & Fulham. Opportunities to enhance and create new habitats 
for biodiversity in the borough will mostly exist in: 

 incorporating design measures to increase biodiversity within new 
developments; 

 improving the quality of existing nature conservation areas and green 
corridors; and 

 making existing open spaces more multifunctional and capable of 
supporting biodiversity. 

4.2. In line with the national strategy, our policy will set out our proposals to: 

 build a robust ecological network by putting biodiversity as part of the 
decision making process including the Local Plan and Air Quality Action 
Plan; 

 put people at the heart of biodiversity by engaging with local residents, 
schools, volunteers and environmental groups; 

 reduce environmental pressures by creating new habitats, green corridors 
and stepping stones, and managing existing habitats; 

 improve our knowledge and understanding of the current position, the 
pressures and what can be done to enhance biodiversity. Commission an 
up to date ecological study to inform future policy and strategic delivery. 
Understand that ecological networks do not stop at the borough 
boundaries by sharing our findings with relevant organisations. 

 

Future development and securing nature’s place 

 

4.3. The closely built-up nature of the borough, and the overall deficiency in 
accessible nature conservation areas, makes it important that all new 
developments respect existing nature conservation interest and provide future 
opportunities to improve the biodiversity of the area. 
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4.4. The council’s draft Local Plan is due to go out to consultation soon. It sets out 
a number of planning policies to enhance biodiversity and green infrastructure 
in the borough including: 

 Maximising the provision of gardens, landscaping and green/brown roofs; 

 Protecting gardens and encouraging planting in back and front gardens; 

 Seeking retention of existing trees and provision of new trees  

 Adding to the greening of streets and the public realm. 

 To protect, enhance and increase provision of parks, open spaces and 
biodiversity in the borough by: designating a hierarchy of open space that 
includes metropolitan open land, land of borough wide importance and 
local importance as well as a hierarchy of nature conservation areas of 
metropolitan, borough and local importance, and green corridors along the 
borough’s railway lines  

 Protecting existing water dependent uses and requiring new development 
to enhance river and canal related biodiversity. 

 Require the implementation of sustainable design and construction 
measures in all major developments to conserve and promote biodiversity 
and the natural environment. 

4.5. The Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), July 2013, provides 
supplementary detail to policies concerned with a variety of topics when 
considering development proposals. The SPD is a material consideration in 
planning decisions. 

4.6. The SPD details biodiversity policies to protect existing and designated 
habitats and species, requires developers to assess the impact of 
development on nature conservation and to enhance biodiversity, for 
example, through: 

 Creating new green infrastructure, including green corridors linking 
habitats on and next to the site so that wildlife can move between habitats; 

 Creating new habitats such as hedges and ponds that will benefit wildlife. 
Often even small scale, cost effective habitat creation can provide 
significant biodiversity gains 

 Integrating nesting and roosting opportunities for bats and birds into 
buildings and other built structures; 

 

Improving air quality and nature’s role 

4.7. Nature plays a role in reducing pollutants in the air but it can also be 
vulnerable to poor air quality. The Woodland Trust have produced a guide to 
selecting tree species in urban setting, which ranks trees by their ability to 
improve air quality. The Forestry Commission has produced guidance on 
planting strategies that are both resilient to air pollution and help to improve 
air quality. 

4.8. In January 2016, Hammersmith & Fulham Council established a resident-led 
Air Quality Commission to review the evidence and to engage with experts in 
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the field and local residents to examine the causes and dangers of local air 
pollution and to consider potential solutions to help reduce it.  

4.9. The Commission has produced a report on the outcome of that work that 
makes a series of recommendations aimed at national and regional 
government, Hammersmith & Fulham Council, businesses and local residents 
themselves. These include measures that directly benefit biodiversity: 

 The Council to develop an Urban Ecology Plan to drive greening policy 

and practice across the borough. 

 Incorporate arboricultural and greening policies into the Local Plan and 

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs). 

 The Council to use its enforcement powers to ensure developers fulfil 

commitments in delivering tree-planting plans. 

 Schools to involve pupils in greening initiatives as a means of both 

improving their local environment and educating the next generation on 

the importance of urban ecology. 

 The Council to stagger tree pruning to one in every three trees every three 

years. 

 The Council to increase tree, hedge and grass planting on Council-owned 

land and highways. 

 The GLA to continue to commission regular studies to measure and 

monitor tree, hedge and grass cover across London boroughs. 

 The Council and developers to seek ways of maintaining mature tree 

cover when planning for new developments. 

4.10. We will be consulting on a new five-year ‘air quality action plan’, in line with 
the Commission’s recommendations, to meet our legal requirement as a 
designated ‘air quality management area’. The plan will list actions, 
timescales, using the London Mayor’s template, and assign responsibility to 
parts of the council to complete. Actions include, for example, selecting the 
right trees, hedges and grasses to be planted in the right places in order to 
combat air pollution directly and enhance biodiversity and this greening of the 
borough indirectly encourages more people to walk and cycle.   

4.11. We expect the consultation to commence later in the year. 

 

Conserving and enhancing biodiversity in parks and open spaces  

 

4.12. Our local parks and opens spaces account for 60 percent of our green space. 
Managing these habitats well is fundamental to conserving and enhancing 
biodiversity. 

4.13. We are one of the first council’s in London to ban the spraying of the herbicide 
glyphosate and to review our use of other pesticides/herbicides. For the past 
six months we have been exploring innovative chemical-free alternatives, 
including the use of hot foam and steam, with the aim of finding an affordable 
alternative solution to control weeds 
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4.14. There are 15 Green Flag Awards held within the borough of which 11 of these 
are within our parks and cemeteries. These are Bishops Park and Fulham 
Palace, Brook Green, Frank Banfield Park, Hammersmith Park, Hurlingham 
Park, Margravine Cemetery, Normand Park, Norland North, Ravenscourt 
Park, South Park, St Peter’s Square. A further two council owned sites 
managed by community organisations also hold Green Flag Awards.  To 
achieve green flag award status, eight key criteria must be met these include 
sustainability and biodiversity. 

4.15. Where landscape projects are undertaken in parks there is an emphasis on 
improving biodiversity. A recent example is at Gwendwr Gardens where the 
planting was designed to be aesthetically pleasing and low maintenance with 
a long flowering period that promotes wildlife and biodiversity. 

4.16. Friends’ of Parks’ is an existing initiative allowing residents to play an active 
role in the management and improvement of parks and open spaces. Groups 
are already in place at 19 sites including Ravenscourt Park, Bishops Park, 
Wormwood Scrubs, Margravine Cemetery, South Park, Marcus Garvey Park 
and Brook Green  

4.17. The work of the Friends supports our ambitions to improve biodiversity. An 
example, the Friends of Marcus Garvey Park, has 80 members and recently 
received grant funding that paid for fencing to create a separate wildlife area 
now used by the schoolchildren, with walls surrounding the park covered by a 
bee-themed mural by local artist Tania Beaumont. The group also made and 
painted bird boxes. 

 

Creating habitats for nature on our streets 

4.18. Our streets provide the opportunity to create green corridors within our urban 
environment, thus allowing the movement of wildlife along it, which is 
fundamental to maintaining a diverse natural environment. 

4.19. We have successfully delivered multiple sustainable urban drainage systems 
(SuDS ) within the public highway over the past couple of years. These not 
only manage surface water but also provide valuable additional green space 
and enhance the biodiversity of an otherwise bleak environment. Key projects 
include: 

 Bridget Joyce Square (Australia Road) – the transformation of an existing 
highway through the introduction of 335m2 of bio-retention basins and 
120m2 of rain gardens. Planted with 2,500 plants and 50 trees with a wide 
variety of species ranging from grasses, bulbs and herbaceous perennials 
to Himalayan Birch trees, converting a traditional highway environment 
into a biophilic oasis for the community to enjoy. 

 Talgarth Road – An air quality and SuDS project that introduces a green 
barrier of Miscanthus with a Euphorbia and Geranium border along a busy 
170m stretch of highway to help protect pedestrians and cyclists from 
pollution. These planted areas also take surface water directly from the 
highway to reduce the loading on the sewer. 

 Stevenage Road – The introduction of 130m2 of rain gardens planted with 
approximately 2,000 plants of various species, in between existing street 
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trees. This SuDS scheme will reduce the rate surface water reaches the 
sewer and will enhance the biodiversity in the local area. 

4.20. The trees that line our streets provide for species habitat and increasing 
biodiversity is of one of many factors considered when selecting them. Where 
practical, we select indigenous species in preference to exotic trees as they 
provide habitat for a wider range of fauna. Some species with dense crowns 
are likely to provide better nesting opportunities for small birds that 
traditionally would have nested in hedgerows and thickets.    

4.21. Pollarding is a common maintenance method in the urban environment, 
especially with species like London Plane and Lime. The pollarding cycle is 
typically between 2-5 years. The biodiversity is poorer as few trees are older 
than a 100 years, which in tree terms is relatively young and species like 
Plane do not support a wide range of fauna.   

4.22. There is a need to maintain a diversity of trees species and avoid 
monocultures. Biodiversity helps provide resilience to the present threat from 
new or introduced pests and diseases. As part of this biodiversity, we need to 
look at new tree species, which might be better suited to the more challenging 
urban conditions, brought about by climate change, and increased 
development pressures. 

4.23. We have introduced a new scheme to invite residents to plant shrubs, herbs 
and flowers in tree bases on their local streets. This new scheme supports our 
aspiration to become the greenest, most environmentally friendly borough in 
the country and make it easier for residents to get things done in their 
neighbourhood. Planting creates essential green corridors and stepping-
stones across the borough enhancing biodiversity. The scheme is welcomed 
by environmental charity, Hammersmith Community Gardens Association, 
which manages several community gardens in the borough. 

4.24. We are also looking at the potential to work with ‘The Edible Bus Stop’ and 
residents to try to bring community lead planting initiatives to bus stops across 
the borough. 

 

Biodiversity and housing 

4.25. London, despite its urban environment, provides a diverse range of habitats 
for flora and fauna. Green space in gardens, communal and private grounds, 
and roofs all provide vital stepping-stones to maintain and enhance 
biodiversity.  

4.26. We have worked with residents over recent years on projects aimed at 
improving flood risk management and biodiversity on estates across the 
borough. 

4.27. In 2012/2013, we introduced green roofs, rainwater gardens, food growing 
and swales on a large scale at Flora Gardens. 

4.28. Following on from the success of this project, we commissioned (in 2013/14) 
a large-scale project partly funded by the European Union Life+ scheme that 
has demonstrated the strategic opportunity for climate change adaptation of 
open spaces in a social housing environment. It increased the functional 
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green infrastructure of the estates, and improved local strategic flood risk 
interventions.  The outputs of the project – where works were carried out at 
Queen Caroline and Maystar estates and Cyril Thatcher and Richard Knight 
houses - are: 

 2,500m2 of enhanced green infrastructure 

 25% increase in permeable surfaces 

 20,000m3 of water retention capacity 

 600 trees planted 

 600m2 of green roofs 

 400m2 of food growing capacity 

 10 rain water harvesting systems 

4.29. As part of the EU Life+ project, a green roof was installed.   As well as the 
environmental benefits identified, a further anticipated benefit of the green 
roof is the extended lifespan of the roof beyond the normal expected 
timescales.  Subject to identifying available funding for the green roof 
additions, there is scope to adopt this approach to all programmed flat roof 
renewal for residential blocks, and to upgrade all the outbuildings on estates 
to achieve additional green surfaces.  

4.30. The interventions retrofitted on these estates have proved so successful that 
the project has received additional funding from Thames Water to increase 
the rainwater retention further. 

4.31. Residents enthusiasm following the success of the project lead to other bids 
in 2015/16 for funding through our resident led ‘Housing Improvement Project’ 
fund, to install further green roofs, food growing – (including a large scale 
allotment at one estate) and a beehive.  These projects are ongoing.    

4.32. Other incremental changes have taken place since 2012 with wildflower 
planting and food growing, fruit tree orchards introduced and bug hotels, bird 
houses and bat boxes installed on varying scales at several housing estates 
and sheltered housing schemes.  

Tidal Fish Conservation 

4.33. The Zoological Society of London produced guidance (Conservation of Tidal 
Thames Fish through the Planning Process) in October 2016 to protect 
important life stages of fish species and their habitats in the Tidal Thames. 
This is a collaborative initiative supported by several institutions including us 
at Hammersmith & Fulham.  

4.34. The Guidance Document for Developers, Planners, Biodiversity or 
Environmental Officers in Local Government and Ecological Consultants 
provides a single point of reference for information relating to fish 
conservation in the region. 

4.35. The document arose out of a Smelt (fish) conservation project that identified a 
total of 455 smelt fry and 28 smelt eggs. These data narrowed down the most 
likely smelt spawning location to a 600m stretch of the Thames by 
Wandsworth Bridge. It showed that smelt are likely to spawn over an 
elongated period of 5 weeks from the beginning of March. 
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Conclusion 

 

4.36. In 2010, the independent review of England’s ecological network, ‘Making 
Space for Nature’, concluded that it is fragmented and not resilient to external 
pressures such as climate change. It summarised its recommendations in just 
four words: more, bigger, better and joined. 

4.37. In Hammersmith & Fulham, we recognise that the importance of biodiversity 
cannot be understated. We are taking great strides to conserve and enhance 
our natural environment.  

4.38. Stopping the use of harmful herbicides, creating new habitats on our streets 
and houses, effectively managing our parks and open spaces, and requiring 
new developments to maintain and enhance biodiversity are just a few of the 
measures we have taken. 

4.39. We are working to be the best and the greenest borough and the introduction 
of a new urban ecology policy will set out our aims to achieve this goal and 
provide more, bigger, better and joined habitats to enhance biodiversity. 

 

5. CONSULTATION 

 

5.1. The council is to consult on the Local Plan, Air Quality Action Plan and Urban 
Ecology Policy in the near future. 

 

6. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 

 

6.1. Not applicable. 

 

7. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

 

7.1. The legal implications are provided for in the body of the report and are found 
particularly at paragraphs 3.4-3.7.   

7.2. Implications verified/completed by: Joyce Golder, Principal Solicitor, 020 7361 
2181 

 

8. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 

8.1. An ecology survey will be required to inform future policy. Undertaking and 
managing the outcome of the survey may incur a cost in the order of £60,000. 
Funding may be available from Section 106 but this will need to be weighed 
against other projects. 
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8.2. Implications verified/completed by: (Gary Hannaway, Head of Finance, 020 
8753 6071). 

 

9. IMPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS 

 

9.1. Business can play a significant role in maintaining and enhancing biodiversity 
through its practises. A green economy is just one benefit of an conserving 
the natural environment. 

 

10. RISK MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

10.1. The environment can be safeguarded by the conservation and improvements 
already delivered by this council. Environmental risk management can be 
further improved through the development of an Urban Ecology Plan as 
recommended by the Commission. 

 

10.2. Implications completed by: Michael Sloniowski, Risk Manager, telephone 020 
8753 2587. 

 

 

11. BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 

 

None 
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Appendix 1 – Nature conservation areas 

 Metropolitan Importance – Grand Union canal, River Thames, Chelsea Creek, 
Kensal Green Cemetery 

 Borough Wide Importance – Grade I: Wormwood Scrubs. Old Oak Common, 
Fulham Pace and Bishops Park, Hurlingham Grounds, Rail side habitats. 
Grade II: St Mary’s Cemetery, Hammersmith Pk, Ravenscourt Pk 

 Local Importance – White City community Gdns, Wormholt Pk, Wendell Park, 
Cathnor Park, Shepherds Bush Common, Furnivall Gdns, St Paul’s Open 
Space, Fulham Palace Rd Cemetery, Normand Park, South Park, Eel Brook 
Common, Little Wormwood Scrubs Pk, Loris Rd Community Gdn, Goldolphin 
Rd Cemetery, Hammersmith Cemetery 

 Green Corridors – Rail embankments, verges, highways and sidings 
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REVISED COMMUNITY SPORT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY STRATEGY  

Report of the Cabinet Member for Environment, Transport and Residents 
Services – Councillor Wesley Harcourt 
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Classification - For Policy & Accountability Review & Comment 
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Accountable Director: Nicholas Austin - Director for Environmental Health 
 

Report Author: Jardine Finn – Sports 
Development Manager 

Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 8753 3838 
E-mail: jardine.finn@lbhf.gov.uk   

 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1 The current community sport and physical activity strategy written by the council 
with local stakeholders to identify local priority themes expires at the end of this 
year, having run from 2011-2016. 
 

1.2 The Council has again led a period of review to ensure that the document is 
refreshed for the next 5 years using the new priorities that have been identified 
locally using insights, and with community partners, to ensure that it maximises the 
opportunities that have been provided by new investment cycles from the 
Government, and Sport England. The draft community sport and physical activity 
strategy 2017-2021 has undergone consultation with members of the local sport, 
health and physical activity community for the last 16-weeks and will remain open 
for comment during November 2016. 
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

2.1 That the Policy and Accountability Committee review and comment upon the 
revised community sport and physical activity strategy, attached as Appendix 1 to 
this report, and recommends that the cabinet member signs off the final strategy 
once all comments made in the consultation have been considered and before the 
New Year. 

 

3. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 

3.1 The Council’s community sport and physical activity strategy 2017-2021 identifies 
priority themes in which it seeks to allocate available resources, and provides 
additional opportunities to support the community by way of partnership working or 
grant making.  

 
3.2 The Council’s current community sport and physical activity strategy took effect in 

2011 with a great emphasis on the opportunities linked to a legacy from the London 
2012 Olympics. However, there have recently been some changes in national policy 
around how the Government wants to invest circa £1 billion over their next funding 
cycle during 2017-2021. In order to ensure that the revised strategy themes are still 
relevant now and for the next 5 years, a review took place this year which looked at 
the following important items; the continued relevance of the old strategy, Borough 
insight information provided by London Sport, discussions with prominent 
community partners that work with people from across the community.   
 

3.3 The development of this document has coincided with new local priorities having 
been identified by the Health and Wellbeing Board and national Government, 
especially around improved child development and health. The refreshed strategy 
reflects these priorities, with physical activity being a key contributor to prevention of 
several of the local health issues identified in inactive people. 
 

3.4 This document provides priority themes for sport and physical activity and following 
the approval of the document will start a period of discussion and planning with the 
community to create action plans for each theme. The action plans will identify 
outcomes for community partners to co-deliver against addressing the areas 
identified in each key them. The outcomes achieved through this work will be 
shared through policy board meetings with the cabinet member. 
 

3.5 It should be noted that the community sport and physical activity strategy can be 
reviewed at any time and, for example, should the Council decide that a different 
focus or approach to encourage improved health should be necessary then it can 
be amended to reflect this.  
 
 

4. PROPOSAL AND ISSUES  
 

4.1 The national body awarding grants to support community sports and physical 
activity has yet to release the details of the criteria. This is likely to recommend that 
any future project applications maintain or increase the current sports and physical 
activity position, and are supported by the community to which they will be serving. 
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This will mean that the council continues to work with residents and other 
stakeholders to deliver projects that they are support of, and not impose upon them. 

 
4.2 Children and vulnerable adults will be a key focus for the updated strategy and 

safeguarding them during all levels of participation will be a priority. The council will 
work with local and regional organisations to follow good practice to ensure that this 
remains a priority, and that any issues can access the support required for 
investigating. 

 

5. CONSULTATION 
 

5.1 The draft, community sport and physical activity strategy was shared with sport, 
community, physical activity, and health professionals in a consultation exercise on 
the 13 July 2016, with an opportunity to provide comment up to and including a 
second consultation meeting on the 12th October 2016. The draft Policy was placed 
on the Council’s website, link at the end of this report, inviting resident’s comments 
during the month of November 2016. 

 
5.2 Details of the revisions and the web link to the draft Policy were sent to teams within 

Public Health, Transport & Highways, Policy & Strategy, Parks Team, the Council’s 
Housing Team, lead Cabinet Member, community organisations; QPR FC Trust, 
London Sports Trust, Action on Disability, H&F MIND, Burlington Danes Academy, 
My Time Active, Greenwich Leisure Ltd, Open Age, London Sport. 

 

6. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 

 
6.1 The Council, when taking decisions in relation to any of its functions, must comply 

with its public sector equality duty as set out in s149 of the Equality Act 2010 (the 
Act) to consider how the decisions they make, and the services they deliver, affect 
people who share different protected characteristics in relation to age, race and 
disabilities etc. A screening for the equalities impact assessment has been carried 
out on the effect of the policy. The policy has low relevance in relation to its impact 
on the areas under the statutory duties contained in the equalities impact 
assessment, but contributes towards the corporate priorities of the council, in 
relation to have due regard to the three aims of the duty, namely:  
 
- to eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other 

conduct prohibited by the Act; 
- to advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected 

characteristic and people who do not share it; and 
- foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and 

people who do not share it. 
 

 
7. RISK MANAGEMENT 

 
7.1 Having a community sport and physical activity strategy is not a statutory 

requirement. It is hoped that having one will help with protecting the risks 
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associated with increased obesity, growing numbers of older adults requiring social 
care, providing the best infrastructure to support more active living.   

 

 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 

No. Name of Documents  
(Hyperlinks) 

Author / Owner 

1. (Draft) Council Local Plan L.B. Hammersmith and Fulham 

2. (Draft) H&F Joint Health and 
Wellbeing Strategy 2016-21 

L.B. Hammersmith and Fulham 

3. Public Health Report 2015-16 
(4.4MB pdf) 

L.B. Hammersmith and Fulham 

4. Cycling Strategy, L.B. Hammersmith and Fulham 

5. Towards an Active Nation 2016-
2021 

Sport England 

6. Everybody active, every day: a 
framework to embed physical 
activity into daily life,  

Public Health England (Oct 2014) 

7. Sporting Future: A new strategy 
for an active nation  

H.M. Government 

 

LIST OF APPENDICES: 

Appendix 1 – Draft community sport and physical activity strategy 2017-2021 

Also available online at: 

https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/sites/default/files/section_attachments/draft_cspan_strategy_updat

e_2016_pac.docx  
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COMMUNITY SPORT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY STRATEGY 2017-2021 
 
 
Vision – To make Hammersmith and Fulham London’s most physically active 
Borough. 
 
 
Foreword – It is definitely the right time for us to be considering the future of sport 
and physical activity within Hammersmith and Fulham. The amazing success of 
Great Britain at the Olympics and Paralympics in Brazil this summer was exciting to 
watch, and inspiring for me and I am sure many others across the Borough. 
 
The aim of this strategy is to set out a path which we hope will allow our amazing 
community to support and inspire each other to assist in the vision to make 
Hammersmith and Fulham the most physically active Borough in London.  
We can be proud to have three professional football clubs, the Queens Club 
Championship, and one of the World’s most famous boat races that inspire the local 
community to be active, volunteer, or generally support sport. 
 
At the heart of this vision will be helping a large number of people to enjoy physical 
activity that have sedentary lifestyles, or find they are limited in opportunities to be 
more active. In order to understand where these inequalities exist this document 
shares information on what is happening in the Borough now, and prioritises areas 
that it hopes to improve over the next 5 years.  
 
The way in which we will get more people moving every day will require a broad 
range of approaches, and help and support from all parts of the community; family 
members, neighbours, teachers– everyone. The key is that we can create a cultural 
change where everyone recognises the benefit of physical activity, and can find 
support to move more every day.  
 
“If a medication existed which had a similar effect to physical activity it would be 
regarded as a wonder drug or medical cure.” Chief Medical Officer, March 2010 
 
 
 
Contents 

1. Why do we need a sport and physical activity strategy? 
 

2. Information about sport and physical activity in H&F 
 

3. The local challenges that influence our strategy 
 

4. The strategic priority themes 
 

5. How the development of this strategy has been influenced by other plans? 
 

6. Communicating the strategy (remove?) 
 

7. The timetable for delivering improvement 
 

8. Appendix 
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1. Why do we need a physical activity strategy? 
 

 To provide Hammersmith and Fulham Councils priorities to all local / regional 
stakeholders so they can fully engage and contribute to the future of physical 
activity in the Borough. 

 
 To help the council to best focus its current resources (money, time, human, 

buildings) during this period of financial challenge. 
 

 To highlight important issues that affects our community but can be prevented 
or improved by physical activity. 

 
 To engage with as many residents and stakeholders as possible, in particular 

those outside of the usual health and social care services 
 

 To influence and secure further investment from internal and external 
colleagues and partners, especially those presented by the Sport England 
funding cycle. 

 
 To promote the role that sport and physical activity can play in improving the 

health and wellbeing of local people, by providing helpful information, and 
improved opportunities 

 
 To assist Hammersmith and Fulham with its aim to be the best Council in the 

country.  
 
 
 

2. Information about physical activity and sport in H&F 
 
Hammersmith and Fulham currently has a number of dedicated sports and leisure 
venues across the Borough. The range of facilities available are highlighted in the 
table below: 
 

LEISURE CENTRE FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

Phoenix Leisure Centre & 
JA Pool 

25m - 5 Lane Pool, Teaching pool 
Gym, Studio, Sports hall (small) 

Hammersmith Fitness and 
Squash Centre 

Gym, Studio, Squash courts 

Lillie Road Fitness Centre Gym, Studio 

Fulham Pools 25m - 8 Lane Pool, Teaching pool 
Gym, Café, Tennis courts 

 

SPORTS CENTRE FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

Linford Christie Outdoor 
Sports Centre 

Athletics track, Undercover warm up track, Full size 
Astroturf pitch, 4x 5-a-side Astroturf pitches,  

Changing rooms, Full size grass football pitch, 

 

PARK BOOKABLE SPACES AVAILABLE 

South Park Grass pitches x2, Netball/Hard courts x3, Tennis x4 
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Hurlingham Park Grass pitches x4, Synthetic turf pitch,  
Netball/Hard court x2, Tennis x2 

Ravenscourt Park Grass spaces (multi-sport) x4, Synthetic turf pitch,  
Basketball/Netball courts, Tennis x7 

Eel Brook Common 
 

Synthetic turf pitch x2, Grass area 
 

Wormwood Scrubs Numerous Grass pitches including: Football x13,  
Baseball x18, BMX track 

 
There are many more council and community spaces such as parks, community 
centres, and outdoor gyms which are available and host regular physical activities 
that are not dedicated sites, or staffed, nor require paying for. It is the ability of the 
individual to understand how much activity they need to do, and the intensity 
required which is more important – any space can facilitate heart raising activity.  
 
The borough has a high number of private sports and leisure facilities per head of 
population compared to London. This might contribute to the recorded ‘club 
membership’ measure being almost 50% higher than the London average (22.5%). 
 
H&F has one of the largest number of swimming pools per head in London when 
compared to other boroughs, though the majority are not publicly accessible. 
 
It is worth noting that there are a number of ways that people can increase their 
physical activity that do not require any dedicated space – cycling to work, playing in 
a playground, walking to the shops. This is important to bear in mind when 
supporting individuals with planning ways of increasing physical activity and will be 
considered when planning to improve overall physical activity levels over the next 5 
years.  
 
 
 

3. The local challenges that influence our strategy 
 
There is a trend towards increasing inactivity across all ages with Hammersmith & 
Fulham being in line with the national average of 27% inactive adults aged 16 years 
and over. The rising cost to support people for conditions deemed preventable by 
leading physically active lives is unsustainable. ‘The biggest gains and the best value 
for public investment is found in addressing the people who are least active’, Sport 
England, Towards an Active Nation (p18).   
 
We are not seeing growth in adults being active locally, physical activity and sport 
participation in the borough is higher than the London average but in the main has 
remained static since 2005 whilst other areas of London are rising.  
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Generally, children in H&F have 
lower participation rates in high 
quality PE and school sport 
compared with London and England 
averages. For H&F this is 70%. 
(See table) 
  
 
 
The percentage of children in the 
borough measured obese rises from 
8.9% in Reception to 22.4% in Year 
6, although not a direct reflection of 
low physical activity in schools this 
might be a significant contributor. 
  

The percentage of state school children in Yr. 1-
11 participating in at least two hours of high 
quality PE or School sport per week (Annual 
survey of school sport partnerships 2009/2010) 

 

 
There are important inequalities in the amount of physical activity done between 
different communities which are likely to impact future health and wellbeing.  
Gender inequality amongst adults appears to be very low which is positive in terms 
of female participation, but might suggest lower than average male participation. 
 
The inequality in participation between White and BAME groups is considerable with 
7% fewer taking part in sports at least once per week. 
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People born in a mixed heritage family and those from Chinese backgrounds have 
higher physical activity levels than white groups. 
 
The borough is the 6th most densely populated in London and has limited green 
space. The pressure on our parks and dedicated sports and leisure facilities 
suggests that a focus should be on activities that are not dependent on formal sites 
such as cycling, running and walking.  
The percentage of residents using outdoor space for exercise or health reasons 
dramatically declined from 20% in 2013/14 to 13% in 2014/15, putting it just above 
the London average.  
8.6% of borough resident’s cycle, this is over 1% higher than the London average. 
Despite the Borough having one of the highest cycling rates in London at 4% of all 
journeys compared to the 2% London average, the Cycling Strategy aims to increase 
this to 8% by 2030/31.    
Participation in organised sport has dropped from 45% in 2013/14 to 38% in 
2014/15. This contrasts an average increase that has been achieved across London. 
 
The self-reported wellbeing is lower than the London average. The low happiness 
rate is over 50% higher in the borough, and could point to mental wellbeing as a 
local issue. The borough is consistently ranked as the 6th lowest borough. This 
includes illnesses such as neurotic disorder, depression, anxiety, OCD and panic 
disorders. 
 
The number of cardiovascular deaths in under 75’s is above the London average, 
with 61% of recorded cases considered preventable.   
 
There are continued pressures on local authority budgets and wider public funding, 
which is likely to continue for the foreseeable future. Planning with existing and 
future resources will need to be done carefully to ensure it will provide excellent 
value and greatest impact.  
 
 

4. Priority themes 

Theme 1 Goals 

Greater focus on tackling 
inactivity  
 

-Keeping people independent and active as they 
age 
-Reduce the participation gap between BAME and 
other communities  
-Reduce the cases of people with preventable 
cardiovascular disease deaths 
-Increase activity for inactive individuals in areas 
with lowest measured activity levels 
-Reduce the participation gap between people 
with Mental health / Disabilities and those without 
-Reduce the travel barriers associated with 
inactive adults 
-Reduce the financial barriers associated with 
inactive adults 
-Support the local physical activity workforce to 
improve the support for inactive adults 

 
 

Theme 2 Goals 
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Ensuring every child and young 
person grows up enjoying being 
active on a regular basis 
 

-Extend the opportunities for families to be active 
together across the community 
-Educate parents on the importance of, and 
amount of daily physical activity recommended for 
good health 
-Reduce the drop off in participation at the School 
transition (Yr. 6 to 7), and between boys and girls 
in Secondary Schools 
-Promote increased active travel to and from 
school 
-Deliver an excellent School Games programme 
to engage more pupils in activity opportunities 
-Increase the inclusive opportunities for Disabled 
children 

 
 

Theme 3 Goals 

Help active people to remain so 
at a lower cost to the public 
purse 
 

-Optimise opportunities within our leisure contract 
and through our community facilities.  
-Develop improved and sustainable sports and 
recreation facilities in the community  
-Use new technology to reduce cost of services: 
whilst keeping them accessible for all 
-Help the sector to develop new revenue streams 
that replace public funding (E.g. crowd funding / 
sponsorship) 

 
 

Theme 4 Goals 

Support residents and the 
community to create more 
grassroots physical activity  
 

-Develop the skills in the community to help create 
new and more sustainable physical activity 
-Increase the amount of active volunteering within 
the community 
-Expand the numbers of people championing 
physical activity across the community 
-Invite more people to engage with the CSPAN 
and hold other meetings / events to promote and 
discuss physical activity  
-Increase the number of local people with 
coaching skills and finding work in the leisure 
industry 

 
 

Theme 5 Goals 

Creating improved physical 
environments that encourage 
increased activity 

-Develop Park spaces to be safe and welcoming 
places that encourage physical activity 
-Develop new opportunities for Housing areas to 
engage residents in activity 
-Improve Highways and street environments to 
support increased active travel by walking or 
cycling 
-Support Schools to maximise the amount of 
physical activity on site within the curriculum and 
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for their surrounding communities 
-Review and develop Sports and Leisure facilities 
to meet the needs of the community now and into 
the future 
-Increase physical activity opportunities within 
workplaces, especially for people with sedentary 
jobs 

 
 

Theme 6 Goals 

Develop and evidence based 
approach to inform policy 
decisions to make best use of 
resources 
 

-Increase access to information recorded and 
produced by the Public Health team to support 
ongoing developments  
-Utilise the insight and data produced by Sport 
England and the national surveys that they 
commission 
-Work with London Sport to monitor the success 
of key regional projects, including School Games 

 
 
 

5. How the development of this strategy has been influenced? 
 
The new strategy is ambitious and reflects the council determination to be the best in 
the country. It will support the delivery of the council Local Plan, not only for the 
policies linked to community facilities and leisure services, but other aims including 
improving traffic and air quality, social inclusion, development of skills, economic 
development and regeneration.  
 
The council is also refreshing the Health and Wellbeing Strategy which will run for 
the next 5 years, 2016-2021. This will take a life course approach – start well, stay 
well and age well and will seek to reinforce ‘health prevention is better than cure’.  
The four broad priority areas are: 

 Good mental health for all 

 Giving children, young people and families the best possible start in life 

 Addressing the rising tide of long-term conditions 

 Delivering a high quality and sustainable health and social care system 
 
Information has been used from the 2015/16 Shared Services Public Health report 
which focused on physical activity, and a borough insight report prepared by London 
Sport. The evidence has helped to identify the priority themes by highlighting some 
of the inequalities. 
 
Other important documents have influenced the creation of the strategy, this is to 
ensure it is informed by current national policy, and important sector developments 
including Everyone Active Every Day (Public Health England), Towards an Active 
Nation (Sport England), and Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an Active Nation 
(Government). 
  
Aligning this strategy to Sport England’s priorities will help to secure future 
investment as they invest £1 billion in facility, training and revenue projects across 
the country over the next 5 years. Hammersmith and Fulham will be proactive and 
innovative in its approach to securing funding from this and other opportunities. 
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Links to the documents mentioned above can be found in the appendix.  
 
 

6. Communicating the strategy 
 
- Strategy available via the council website, promoted by council communications 
and community partners 
 
- Annual reports written on the progress made in delivering against the strategy, 
these will be made available to the public via council media. 
 
- Stakeholder meetings (via CSPAN/PAC) to invite people to contribute to the 
ongoing discussion, development and evaluation of opportunities. 
 
- Consultation opportunities for contributions to this and future strategies and 
development ensuring we work with residents. 
 
 
 

7. The action plan for delivering improvement 
 
The local Community Sport and Physical Activity Network will engage with local 
stakeholders to develop an action plan around each theme. The aim will be to 
understand and help local groups to use their skills in a way which best meets their 
own and the boroughs priorities.   
 
An action plan will be created each year of the strategy which shows the intended 
outcomes that will be achieved by the CSPAN partners. This will form the basis of 
the CSPAN meetings and reporting of progress to Council Members on the progress 
of the strategy.  
 

 2017 
 

2018 2019 2020 2021 

Theme 1 
 
Greater 
focus on 
tackling 
inactivity  
 
 

Focus areas 
 
Actions 
 
Measures 
 
Partners 
 

Focus areas 
 
Actions 
 
Measures 
 
Partners 
 

Focus areas 
 
Actions 
 
Measures 
 
Partners 
 

Focus areas 
 
Actions 
 
Measures 
 
Partners 
 

Focus areas 
 
Actions 
 
Measures 
 
Partners 
 

 
 
 
Appendix 
 
Borough Profile – produced by London Sport (11/10/2016) 

Borough Profile - 

Hammersmith and Fulham (Sept 2016).pdf
 

 
Links to strategy documents.  
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(Draft) Local Plan, L.B. Hammersmith and Fulham  
 
(Draft) H&F Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016-21, L.B. Hammersmith and 
Fulham 
 
Public Health Report 2015-16 (4.4MB pdf), L.B. Hammersmith and Fulham  
 
Cycling Strategy, L.B Hammersmith and Fulham 
 
Cycling Strategy, L.B Hammersmith and Fulham 
 
Towards an Active Nation 2016-21, Sport England 
 
Everybody active, every day: a framework to embed physical activity into daily life, 
Public Health England (Oct 2014) 
 
Sporting Future: A new strategy for an active nation, H.M. Government 
 
 
Partners involved in the development of this strategy: 
 
Action on Disability –  www.actionondisability.org.uk  
Open Age UK –   www.openage.org.uk/activities  
QPR FC Trust –   www.qprcommunitytrust.co.uk  
Greenwich Leisure Ltd –  www.better.org.uk  
London Sports Trust –  www.londonsportstrust.org  
Burlington Danes Academy (School Games Lead) – www.burlingtondanes.org  
MyTime Active –   www.mytimeactive.co.uk/health  
H&F MIND –    www.hfmind.org.uk  
London Sport –   www.londonsport.org  
Shared Services Public Health  
Council Depts.: Transport, Housing, Parks 
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Physical Activity and Sport 
Borough Profile
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This document has been prepared by 

London Sport to provide an indication 

of the profile of physical activity and 

sport across Hammersmith and Fulham. 

Combining information on participation 

behaviours, demographics, health profiles, 

education data, facilities provision and 

funding opportunities, the Hammersmith 
and Fulham physical activity and sport 
profile provides insight on the trends 

and indicators that sit behind levels of 

participation in physical activity and sport 

in the borough. 

For Hammersmith and Fulham, current 

levels of physical activity and sport 

participation are encouraging. Regular 

participation levels are higher than the 

national average, while latent demand 

for increasing activity also remains high. 

However, health data highlights results on 

par with the London average across most 

indicators, yet higher than average health 

and disability deprivation in the borough.

London Sport has set a target of getting 

1,000,000 Londoners more active by 

2020. This report is designed to provide 

the sector with the headline data and 

information they need to develop physical 

activity and sport in Hammersmith and 

Fulham.

Physical Activity and Sport  
in Hammersmith and Fulham

LEVEL OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
Darker shading indicates higher levels of 
physical activity based on an activity meas-
ure of >150 minutes per week. 

29

BOROUGH KEY
1) Barking and Dagenham

2) Barnet
3) Bexley
4) Brent

5) Bromley
6) Camden

7) City of London
8) Croydon

9) Ealing
10) Enfield

11) Greewich
12) Hackney

13) Hammersmith and 
Fulham

14) Haringey
15) Harrow

16) Havering
17) Hillingdon
18) Hounslow
19) Islington

20) Kensington and Chelsea
21) Kingston upon Thames

22) Lambeth
23) Lewisham

24) Merton
25) Newham

26) Redbridge
27) Richmond upon Thames

28) Southwark
29) Sutton

30) Tower Hamlets
31) Waltham Forest

32) Wandsworth
33) Westminster

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL

Active >150 Minutes per Week

No Data

<52%

52-58%

58-64%

>64%

7

17

15

9

18

27

21

24

32

8
5

3
11

23

28

22

13

33

20

6

2

10

2631

1219

16

1

25
30

14

4
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The demographic data explored here refer 
to population numbers, ethnicity, gender, 
age, religion, disability, qualifications, 
employment status and socio-economic 
grade. Among Hammersmith and Fulham’s 
population of 183,222 it is notable that there 
are higher than average education levels and 
socio-economic status groups 1-2, but levels 
of deprivation are mixed in the borough

HAMMERSMITH AND 
FULHAM POPULATION1

183,222

17.0% 0-15

16-2513.6%

26-3422.1%

35-4416.7%

45-5512.4%

55-648.0%

65+10.1%

CHRISTIAN

BUDDHIST

HINDU

JEWISH

55.4%

1.5%

2.2%

0.8%

MUSLIM10.6%

SIKH0.0%

OTHER1.3%

NO RELIGION28.2%

NOT LIMITED 87.4%

LIMITED A LITTLE 6.3%

LIMITED A LOT 6.3%

Ethnicity data 

demonstrates 

the level of self-

declared ethnic 

groupings across 

Hammersmith and 

Fulham

GENDER 
SPLIT1

ETHNICITY2

AGE1

LONG-TERM HEALTH CONDITIONS AND DISABILITY3  

RELIGION2

WHITE 69.9%

MIXED 4.2%

BLACK 9.9%

CHINESE/
OTHER 7.7%

ASIAN 7.3%

49.1% 50.9%

 

The total population count for Hammersmith 

and Fulham stands at 183,2221

DEMOGRAPHICS

Percentage of the population with highly limiting, mildly 

limiting, and no long-term health conditions or disabilites.  

This graph refers to the ability of both non-limited and 

limited people to carry out day-to-day activities, with or 

without the use of devices (e.g. hearing aid)
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DEMOGRAPHICS

12.8%

7.0%

8.3%

1.2%

10.7%

49.6%

10.5%

NO QUALIFICATION

NVQ1

NVQ2

TRADE APPRENTICESHIP

NVQ3

NVQ4+

OTHER QUALIFICATION

5.8%

EMPLOYMENT
RATE

ECONOMICALLY
INACTIVE

UNEMPLOYED

76.1%

20.0%

45.4%

17.8%

18.9%

5.4%

1.8%

10.7%

NS-SEC 1-2

NS-SEC 3-4

NS-SEC 5-7

L14.1 NEVER WORKED

L14.2 LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYED

L15 FULL TIME STUDENTS

HIGHEST  
QUALIFICATION ACHIEVED2

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS3

LABOUR MARKET2

Qualification data 

presents the highest 

level of qualification held 

by all usual residents 

aged 16 and over in 

Hammersmith and 

Fulham

National Statistics 

Socio-Economic 

Classification (NS-SEC) 

is the primary social 

classification in the UK. 

The different grade 

measures provide an 

indication of social 

standing by education, 

income and occupation

The Indices of Multiple 
Deprivation4 measures relative 
levels of deprivation across 
32,844 small areas. Areas 
are ranked according to 7 
sub-domains: health, income, 
employment, education, crime, 
barriers to housing, and living 
environment. The map below 
highlights highly deprived 
areas in light blue and those 
less deprived in dark blue. 
Deprivation in Hammersmith 
and Fulham is much higher in 
the north of the borough

KEY CONTACTS

DATA SOURCES
1GLA 2015 Round Population Projections
2ONS Annual Population Survey 2015
3ONS Census 2011
4English Indices of Multiple Deprivation 2015

London Sport Insight Team 
Email: insight@londonsport.org

Tel: 0207 868 5055 

GLA City Data Team              
Email: datastore@london.gov.uk 
f
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND 
SPORT PARTICIPATION
London Sport utilises physical 
activity and sport participation 
data to monitor progress 
against the target of getting 
1,000,000 Londoners more 
active by 2020. Sport England’s 
Active People Survey 9 
(2014/15) highlights higher 
than average sport and physical 
activity participation rates but 
also rising inactivity levels. 
However, differences remain 
between gender and ethnic 
groupings

This data compares 

the levels of regular 

(at least once 

per week) sport 

participation among 

white and BAME 

groups (Black, Asian 

and Minority Ethnics)

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY MEASURE5

PARTICIPATION 
BY GENDER5

PARTICIPATION 
RATE BY
ETHNICITY5

PARTICIPATION
AT LEAST ONCE
A WEEK

42.1%

21.8%

PARTICIPATION
AT LEAST THREE
TIMES A WEEK

ACTIVE 64.2%

INACTIVE 27.2%

INSUFFICENTLY
ACTIVE 8.6%

INSUFFICENTLY
ACTIVE: DATA
UNAVAILABLE

ACTIVE 67.4%

INACTIVE 20.6%

ACTIVE 60.7%

INACTIVE 27.2%

INSUFFICENTLY
ACTIVE 12.1%

MALE FEMALE

INSUFFICENTLY
ACTIVE: DATA
UNAVAILABLE

ACTIVE 67.4%

INACTIVE 20.6%

ACTIVE 60.7%

INACTIVE 27.2%

INSUFFICENTLY
ACTIVE 12.1%

MALE FEMALE

1X30 MINUTES PARTICIPATION

MALE FEMALE

44.9% 39.4%

WHITE

45.6%

38.7%
BAME

42.1% of the population 

aged 16+ participate 

in sport at least once a 

week.               

21.8% participate 

at least three times       

per week5     

This measure shows the 

percentage of the 

population achieving the 

recommended levels 

of physical activity 

set out by the Chief 

Medical Officer. 

Active: >150 minutes 

a week

Insufficiently Active: 

30-149 minutes a 

week

Inactive: 0-29 

minutes a week
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‘12 ‘13 ‘14

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

OVERALL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
RATES SINCE 2012

LONDON

HAMMERSMITH AND FULHAM

INACTIVE

ACTIVE

INSUFFICIENTLY ACTIVE

5

TOTAL LATENT DEMAND

66.8%

ACTIVE LATENT DEMAND

41.8%

INACTIVE LATENT DEMAND

25.0%

LONDON WIDE DATA5

Latent demand 

refers to the 

percentage of 

people who would 

like to do more 

sport than they 

currently do. 

Inactive people are 

those who do less 

than 30 minutes a 

week

Unavailable at 

borough level, this 

data highlights 

London level sport 

participation by 

disability, socio-

economic status 

and age

LATENT DEMAND5

14-25

53.1%

26-34

44.9%

35-44

39.7%

45-54

35.8%

55-64

29.4%

65+

18%

PARTICIPATION 
BY AGE

NS-SEC
1-4

41.3%

NS-SEC
5-8

27.3%

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
STATUS PARTICIPATION 

RATE

LIMITED

19.3%

NOT
LIMITED
40.8%

DISABILITY 
PARTICIPATION 

RATE

‘05/06

30%

40%

50%

60%

LONDON

N/A ‘07/08 ‘08/09 ‘09/10 ‘10/11 ‘11/12 ‘13/14‘12/13 ‘14/15

OVERALL PARTICIPATION IN SPORT 
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK SINCE 20065

HAMMERSMITH AND FULHAM

PARTICIPATION IN SPORT AT LEAST 
ONCE A WEEK SINCE 2006 BY GENDER

30%

40%

50%

60%

LONDON

HAMMERSMITH AND FULHAM 

LONDON

HAMMERSMITH AND FULHAM

5

‘05/06 N/A ‘07/08 ‘08/09 ‘09/10 ‘10/11 ‘11/12 ‘13/14‘12/13 ‘14/15

KEY CONTACTS

DATA SOURCES 
5Sport England Active People Survey

Jardine Finn (Sports Development Manager)
Email: jardine.finn@lbhf.gov.uk                  Tel: 020 8753 3838 

Christopher Allen (Leisure, Sports & Physical 
Activity Manager)
christopher.allen@rbkc.gov.uk                    Tel: 020 7938 8178 

Debbie Peters-Mill (Sports Development Officer)
Email: debbie.peters-mill@lbhf.gov.uk       Tel: 07949 244253

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND 
SPORT PARTICIPATION
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55.4%
preventable
Cardiovascular
mortalities

 

This rank provides a relative measure of health/

disability deprivation against all 326 Local Authority 

areas in England. A rank of 1 is the most deprived

Sickness absence relates to the percentage 

of working days lost to sickness related 

absence 

1.22%
London average 1.19%

SICKNESS
ABSENCE8

HEALTH
Health data helps to provide 
an illustration of the current 
implications of inactivity and the 
potential impact of increased 
participation in physical activity 
and sport. In Hammersmith 
and Fulham, it is notable that 
there is a lower percentage of 
overweight/obese adults and a 
lower cost of inactivity, yet higher 
than average levels of deprivation

HEALTH/DISABILITY 
DEPRIVATION RANK 974

13,625,125
£££

London Local Authority Average £17,903,739

COST OF INACTIVITY TO H&F
*Per 100,000 Adults Aged 16+

9

KEY CONTACTS
CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH7

7.0%

4.4%

13.7%

19.2%

LOW LIFE SATISFACTION

LOW WORTHWHILE SCORE

LOW HAPPINESS RATE

HIGH ANXIETY RATE

MENTAL HEALTH2

London average 78.7

OVERWEIGHT AND OBESE 
CHILDREN6 AND ADULTS5

AGED 10-11

London average
37.2%

38.9%
AGED 4-5

22.6%
London average

22.2%

DATA SOURCES 
2ONS Annual Population Survey 2015
4Indices of Multiple Deprivation 2015
5Sport England Active People Survey
6Health Survey for England 2012-2014
7Public Health England 
8Labour Force Survey 2011-2013
9UK Active 

Barry Kelly (London Sport)
Barry.Kelly@londonsport.org
Tel: 07496 870962 
Steve Shaffelburg (Tri-Borough 
Strategic Public Health Advisor) 
sshaffelburg@westminster.gov.uk
Tel: 020 7641 4650

61.4
CARDIO- 
VASCULAR 
 MORTALITIES  
(PER 100,000)7

52.1%
ADULTS 16+

London average
58.4%
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EDUCATION

22.8%
PRIMARY

20.8%
SECONDARY

WHITE 41.1%

MIXED 13.6%
ASIAN 6.7%

BLACK 25.9%

CHINESE 0.3%

OTHER 11%

WHITE 44.2%

MIXED 9.7%
ASIAN 8.4%

BLACK 24.6%

CHINESE 0.4%

OTHER 10.4%

WHITE 41.1%

MIXED 13.6%
ASIAN 6.7%

BLACK 25.9%

CHINESE 0.3%

OTHER 11%

WHITE 44.2%

MIXED 9.7%
ASIAN 8.4%

BLACK 24.6%

CHINESE 0.4%

OTHER 10.4%

41
HEALTHY 
SCHOOLS 
REGISTERED11

2
SCHOOL GAMES/AFPE 
QUALITY MARK AWARDS11

FREE SCHOOL MEALS10

ETHNICITY10

SCHOOL FACILITIES

NURSERY

4
STATE-FUNDED

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

37 12

SPECIAL 
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

5
INDEPENDENT

SCHOOLS

21

392 10,650 8,764

457 122 6,5993
PUPIL REFERRAL

UNITS

STATE-FUNDED 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS

PUPIL NUMBERS

NURSERY
STATE-FUNDED

PRIMARY SCHOOLS
STATE-FUNDED 

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

SPECIAL 
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

PUPIL REFERRAL
UNITS

INDEPENDENT
SCHOOLS

10 10

Percentage of 

students who 

are eligible for 

and receive free 

school meals 

Left: Primary Schools

Above: Secondary Schools

KEY CONTACTS

DATA SOURCES
10Department for Education
11London Sport

Gary Palmer (London Sport)
Gary.Palmer@londonsport.org

Tel: 07810 637431
 
Stephen Hughes (School Games 
Organiser) 
shughes@los.ac.uk

Mary Russell (Tri Borough 
Public Health Commissioner for 
Physical Activity)  
mrussell@westminster.gov.uk

Natascia Bernardi (Action 
on Disability Sports 
Officer) natascia.bernardi@

actionondisability.org.uk

82
SCHOOLS

PUPILS

26,984
10

10

Education environments 
are vital aspects of the 
physical activity and sport 
landscape in London. Data 
on education can help 
identify opportunities for 
improved provision of 
physical activity and sport, 
creating positive habits 
among young people 
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FUNDING

One of London Sport’s five strategic aims is focussed on getting 
more resources for physical activity and sport in London, and 
doing more with the resources currently available. This section 
identifies funding opportunities available to grassroots sport 
in London, some of which are managed and administered by 
London Sport, others which represent alternative funding pots 
available in the capital

FUND NAME AMOUNT CLOSING DATE APPLICATION LINK

Sport England Small 

Grants
Up to £10,000

Discretionary

Discretionary 

Discretionary (£1-£2,000)

Up to £1,000

Up to £1,500

Up to £25,000

Up to and over £2,000

Up to £10,000

Discretionary 
Micro-grants of upto £500 
are also available

Discretionary

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

Rolling

TBC

https://londonsport.org/

funding/

https://londonsport.org/

funding/

http://www.citybridgetrust.
org.uk/CBT/Grants/index/

http://www.daisytrust.org/

our-grant-giving-policy/

http://westfieldlondonplans.
co.uk/community-grants/

http://www.ourbiglocal.org.
uk/getinvolved/community-
chest/

http://www.wref.org.uk/
index.htm

http://jlc.london/grants/
how-do-i-apply/

https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/
community/information-
voluntary-sector/funding

http://hamunitedcharities.
org.uk/grants

http://sobus.org.uk/grow/
funding-2/hfccg/

KEY CONTACTS
Lizzie Stanton (London Sport)
Lizzie.Stanton@londonsport.org

Tel: 0207 868 5055

Satellite Clubs (through 

London Sport)

The City Bridge 

Trust 

The Daisy Trust

Westfield Community 

Grants

Wormholt & White City 

Big Local

Western Riverside

Environmental Fund

John Lyons

Charity Grants

Hammersmith and 
Fulham Fast Track Small 
Grants

Hammersmith

United Charities

Hammersmith & Fulham 
Clinical Commissions 
Group Grants
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FACILITIES
Facilities statistics help to demonstrate the availability 
of appropriate sport facilities across London, their 
ownership and the wider availability of parks and open 
spaces within a defined region. Facility availability is 
one of the key considerations for grassroots sport and 
this data helps to identify the areas in which improved 
provision could have a positive impact. All facilities data 
displayed is from Sport England Active Places Power. 
Parks and Open Spaces data is sourced directly from 
Local Authority resources

278
FACILITIES

OF FACILITIES 
IN LONDON

2.10%
12

ARTIFICIAL 
& 3G PITCHES

25
CRICKET
PITCHES

3
FOOTBALL

PITCHES

18

TENNIS 
COURTS

88
SWIMMING 

POOLS

21
SPORTS 
HALLS

21

29.8%

SPORTS CLUB
MEMBERSHIP 
RATE5

COMMERCIAL 38.5%

EDUCATIONAL 17.3%

LOCAL 
AUTHORITY

26.6%

OTHER 5.0%

SPORTS CLUBS 26.6%

Breakdown 
of primary 
ownership of 
sports facilities

FACILITY  
OWNERSHIP12

173
CLUBS AND

VENUES8

Bishops Park: Playground, skate 
bowl, table tennis, basketball, bowling
greens, tennis courts, basketball

Hurlingham Park: Play area, tennis, 
football pitches, rugby pitches, netball,
changing rooms, bowling green

Ravenscourt Park: Play area, cafe, 
tennis courts, football, basketball, 
netball, bowling

Wormholt Park: Play area up to 5
years, games and basketball court, 
tennis courts

Frank Banfield Park: Play area

Pineapple Park (William Parnell
Park: Play area up to 12 years, 
informal play

Wormwood Scrubs Open Space: 
Play area, rugby, lacrosse, football, 
outdoor gym, gaelic football, baseball

South Park: Friends of park group,
green flag award

Normand Park: Friends of park 
group, green flag award

Norland North: Green flag award

PARKS AND OPEN SPACES
*Does not include all parks and open spaces in borough

13 KEY CONTACTS

DATA SOURCES 
5Sport England Active People Survey
12Sport England Active Places Power
13LB Hammersmith and Fulham Parks 

and Open Spaces

Caroline Brooks (London Sport)
Caroline.Brooks@londonsport.org

Tel: 07496 870965

Ian Ross (Bi-Borough Parks 
Manager) 
ian.ross@rbkc.gov.uk

Tel: 020 7938 8194

Olympic Sports 
or NGB Whole 
Sport Plan clubs
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3
CLUBWORKS

CLUB

Sportivate is a £56 
million Lottery 
funded  London 2012 
Legacy project that 
gives more young 
people the chance 
to discover a sport 
that they love. The programme gives 14-25 
year-olds access to six-to-eight weeks of free 
or subsidised coaching in a range of sports. 
Activities on offer include judo, dodgeball, 
tennis, golf, athletics, parkour and many more.
3,631 participants have taken part in 
Sportivate projects in Hammersmith and 
Fulham since the programme started in 2011; 
this is on par with the average number of 
participants per borough.

ClubWorks is a brand 
new programme, 
managed by London 
Sport and funded 
by Greater London 
Authority, designed 
to support and 
develop clubs and 
organisations in 
London over the 
next three years to: 
develop coaches/
volunteers; attract new members; access 
funding; and plan for the future.
In Hammersmith and Fulham there are 
currently 3 ClubWorks clubs; this is below 
the average number of clubs per borough. 

Satellite Clubs 
are extensions 
of community 
sports clubs, and 
are established in 
secondary schools 
or colleges in order 
to target 11-25 year-
olds. The aim of these 
clubs is to provide opportunities for under-
represented groups, such as BAME groups, 
females and disabled young people, to take 
part in physical activity and sport. 
There have been a total of 24 Satellite Clubs 
set up in Hammermsith and Fulham since 
2013/14; this is above the average number of 
clubs per borough.  

Workplace Challenge 
is a national 
programme run by 
the County Sports 
Partnerhsip Network 
(CSPN) and funded by 
Sport England. It aims 
to engage workplaces 
in physical activity 
and sport and get 
them active through tracked progress and 
by providing sport and fitness opportunities. 
58 participants are currently signed up to 
Workplace Challenge in Hammersmith and 
Fulham; this is below the average number of 
participants per borough. 

LONDON SPORT PROJECTS

3,631
PARTICIPANTS

24
SATELLITE

CLUBS

SPORTIVATE

CLUBWORKS

SATELLITE 
CLUBS

WORKPLACE 
CHALLENGE 58

PARTICIPANTS

KEY CONTACTS

Chris Anderson (Sportivate)
Chris.Anderson@londonsport.org

Tel: 07595 271916

Richard Croker (Satellite Clubs)
Richard.Croker@londonsport.org

Tel: 07768 852503

Femina Makkar (Workplace Challenge)
Femina.Makkar@londonsport.org

Tel: 0207 8685055

Laura Pierce (ClubWorks)
Laura.Pierce@londonsport.org

Tel: 07872 415892
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The data contained within this profile is designed 
to support the development of physical activity 
and sport in Hammersmith and Fulham. According 
to their strategy, key development priorities for 
Hammersmith and Fulham are to promote physical 
activity as part of every day life; proatively tackle 
health inequalities; build a healthier borough with 
reduced incidence of disease; enable and support 
health, independence and well-being; and give 
people more control of their own health and the care 
and support that they receive.

INSIGHT  
SERVICES

Whether it’s helping 
National Governing 
Bodies to understand 
the needs of their 
London based 
members, or helping 
Local Authorities 
understand local areas 
in order for them to 
focus their physical 
activity and sport 
offer, our specialist 
Insight team are able 
to advise, create and 
deliver on a range of 
services. 

Speak to us now 
about working 
together to help 
London become the 
most physically active 
city in the world. 

GET IN TOUCH

Email: insight@londonsport.org 

Website: data.londonsport.org

SUMMARY
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Website: www.londonsport.org
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London Borough of Hammersmith & 
Fulham 

 
COMMUNITY SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND 

RESIDENTS SERVICES POLICY & 
ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE 

 

16 November 2016 
 

 

Safety at Sports Grounds Report 
 

Report of the Director for Environmental Health 
 

Open Report 
 

Classification - For Policy and Accountability Review and Comment 
 
Key Decision: No 
 

Wards Affected: 
Parsons Green & Walham 
Palace Riverside 
Shepherds Bush Green  
 

Accountable Director: Nicholas Austin 
 

Report Author:  
Ann Ramage 
Bi-borough Head of Environmental 
Health (Commercial) 
 

Contact Details: 
Tel: 020 7341 5612 
 
E-mail: Ann.Ramage@rbkc.gov.uk 
 

 
 
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
1.1 The Borough is home to three high profile football clubs; Chelsea FC, Fulham 

FC and Queens Park Rangers. The Safety at Sports Grounds Act 1975, is the 
primary legislation that directs the Local Authority to fulfil its statutory 
functions. The Local Authority;   

 
1. Issues and enforces a Safety Certificate  
2. Holds Safety Advisory Group meetings  
3. Carries out match day monitoring and 
4. Carries out an annual inspect 

 
1.2 The management of the football clubs is resource intensive; however, safety 

issues are managed within the legislative framework using the expertise of 
our existing workforce. 
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 The committee are requested to note the report and make recommendations 

concerning the safety management arrangements relating to the football 
clubs. 

 
3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Over the years, legislation has been introduced in the UK to maintain public 

safety at various sporting events. The Safety at Sports Grounds Act 1975 
introduced a system of safety certification of sports grounds by local 
authorities. 

  
3.2 All three of the Borough’s football clubs require safety certification under this 

Act. The aim of a safety certificate is to set the safe capacity of a designated 
ground and set out the terms and conditions that the certificate holder must 
comply with at that permitted capacity. 

 
3.3 Following the final report of the inquiry into the Hillsborough Stadium disaster, 

Lord Justice Taylor recommended that each local authority set up a Safety 
Advisory Group (SAG). The purpose of this SAG was to provide specialist 
advice and it was a means in which local authorities could discharge their 
functions under the Safety at Sports Grounds Act 1975 and the Fire Safety 
and Safety of Places of Sport Act 1987. 

 
3.4 Local authorities are required to carry out regular inspections to determine the 

safe capacity of each football ground, and prescribe and enforce such terms 
and conditions as it considers necessary or expedient to secure the 
reasonable safety of spectators. 

 
3.5 Each club will appoint a safety officer who will be responsible for the safety of 

the spectators. A process of risk assessment is used to identify the conditions 
which are reasonably necessary to secure the safety of spectators and they 
are recorded in an Operations Manual for inclusion as a schedule to the 
Safety Certificate. These include plans for crowd management, stewarding, 
medical, contingency arrangements, traffic plans and fire safety etc.  

 
4.       STADIUM CAPACITY 
 
4.1 The Safety Certificate states the permitted number of spectators in each stand 

in the stadium. There has to be a Safety Officer and a Deputy Safety Officer 
at every fixture and they will be qualified to a specific standard to deal with 
these events. Should there be no Safety Officer on a match day the stadia 
capacity will be made zero and this will prevent spectators entering. The term 
‘playing behind closed doors’ is where there are no permitted spectators just 
Club personnel.   

 
4.2 The capacity is determined using two elements known as the ‘P’ and ‘S’ 

factors. The ‘P’ (physical condition) factor is calculated by examining the 
physical layout and structure of the stadium and takes into account access 
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and egress, emergency exits, seating and spectator flow rates. The ‘S’ (safety 
management) factor is determined by the safety management arrangements 
that are in place and will cover things such as stewarding plans, medical 
arrangements and competency of the Safety Management Team. 

 
4.3 The permitted number of spectators may be varied depending upon 

circumstances, such as crowd segregation, structural alterations, camera 
positions, outside broadcast vehicle locations or event specific requirements. 

  
4.4 The Metropolitan Police have a system that gives each fixture a risk rating of 

A (low), B (medium), and C (high). The Police determine this according to the 
level of anticipated potential tension between away and home fans. Category 
C matches will generally require additional Police resources and more pre 
match briefings. 

 
4.5 From time to time a Club may apply to seek a variation to its Safety 

Certificate, this may be following alterations at the ground for example. Where 
the Council grants a new Safety Certificate it is required to advertise these 
changes in a local newspaper. 

 
4.6 The current permitted spectator capacities are detailed below for each club.  
 

Football Club current 
permitted 
capacity 

Address Ward 

Chelsea FC  
41,889 

Stamford Bridge, 
Fulham Road, 
London, SW6 1HS 

Parsons Green & 
Walham 

Fulham FC   
25,700 

Stevenage Road, 
London, 
SW6 6HH 

Palace Riverside 

Queens Park 
Rangers  

 
18,238 

South Africa Road, 
London,  
W12 7PJ 

Shepherds Bush Green 

 
 
5.0 SAFETY ADVISORY MEETINGS 
 
5.1 The SAG for each football club must be chaired by a senior council officer and 

is currently chaired by the Head of Environmental Health (Commercial). 
Meetings are held twice a year (January and July) and the minutes are 
published on the Council’s website. There is provision for an Emergency SAG 
to be called at any time where the circumstances merit this and any of the 
SAG members can request this of the Chairman.  

 
5.2 Membership of the SAG will include; the club lead officer from Commercial 

Services, Metropolitan Police Service (MPS), Club Safety Officers, Highways, 
London Fire Brigade and Emergency Planning Authority (LFEPA), London 
Ambulance Services / St John Ambulance, British Transport Police (BTP), 
Parks Constabulary (Fulham) and Building Control.  
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5.3 Agenda items are wide ranging and issues relating to the sale of alcohol, 

persistent standing, match day transport, and traffic management 
arrangements can be discussed. 

 
6.0 SPORTS GROUNDS SAFETY AUTHORITY (SGSA) 
 
6.1 The SGSA’s role is to oversee how local authorities discharge their 

responsibilities under the 1975 and 1987 Acts. Inspectors from the SGSA are 
not formal SAG members however they are invited to SAG meetings for their 
input. The SGSA from time to time will audit the local authority and examine 
match day inspection reports and any follow-up completed by the Council’s 
Lead Officer.  

 
7.0 COSTS TO THE AUTHORITY OF CERTIFYING GROUNDS 
 
7.1 A lead officer and a deputy lead officer from Commercial Services are 

appointed and act as a point of contact for each club. The lead officer carries 
out a minimum of seven ‘during performance inspections’ during each season. 
This may increase depending on the Club’s success within Europe or the 
domestic cups and also whether there is intelligence from the MPS which 
indicates that the visiting fans may be problematic. In addition, focussed 
inspections looking at specific issues such as the sale of alcohol or tube 
queue management will be carried out as required. 

 
7.2 Safety management of football grounds is a statutory function and cost 

recovery is very limited. The authority will charge to recover its costs when 
applications are received from the Club to amend their Safety Certificate but 
in respect of all other enforcement actions there is no recovery of costs. Any 
charge made is based on hourly rates for the officer time spent on dealing 
with the application. 

 
8.0 HILLSBOROUGH INQUESTS 
 
8.1 In April 2016 the jurors of the Hillsborough Inquest who examined the deaths 

of 96 Liverpool fans who died in a crush on 15th April 1989 at Sheffield 
Wednesday’s Hillsborough Stadium at the FA Cup semi-final, returned a 
verdict of unlawful killing of all victims. The jury found that the fans did not 
contribute to the danger which unfolded at the turnstiles at Leppings Lane. 
This decision followed a 27-year campaign by the victims’ families for justice 
into one of the country’s worst sporting disasters. 

 
8.2 The jury found that the Police match commander was ‘responsible for 

manslaughter by gross negligence’ for a breach of his duty of care. 
 

The jury also concluded; 
 

 Police errors caused a dangerous situation at the turnstiles 
 Failures by the commanding officers caused a crush on the terraces 
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 There were mistakes in the police control room over the order to open the 
Lepping Lane end exit gates 

 There were defects at the stadium which contributed to the disaster, 
including crowd capacity calculations, inadequacies in turnstile provision 
and signage / ticketing 

 There was an error in the safety certification of the Hillsborough stadium 
 There were delays in declaring a major incident by the emergency 

services 
 There were delays in responding to the incident  
 Club officials should have requested a delay in the kick off. 

 
The Hillsborough disaster resulted in major changes to the country’s football 
stadiums and safety management arrangements. This work continues and the 
findings of this Inquest continues to have significant ramifications on the 
responsibilities of local authorities in their safety certification role and the 
importance of close collaborative working with the clubs, police, emergency 
services and other key stake holders to ensure the maintenance of safety and 
security. We continue to try to learn from the lessons of the past, examining 
and challenging what we do so as to prevent any disasters happening in the 
future.    

 
9.0 HEADLINES FROM LAST SEASON 2015/2016 
 
9.1 Paris attacks: In consultation with the Police all three clubs in the Borough 

reviewed their existing safety and security arrangements following the terrorist 
attacks in Paris and in particular learning from the attempted attack made on 
the Stade de France. 

 
9.2 High Risk Fixtures: there were several high risk category matches last 

season that required considerable Police presence to deter and deal with 
crime and disorder. The clubs ensured their own safety management 
arrangements in place were enhanced to enable the fixtures to take place 
safely and securely. The planning process between the Counter Terrorism 
branch, the authority, Police and clubs is always detailed but has been 
increased further when there is a higher risk fixture.  

 
9.3 Fixture scheduling: The Borough is unique in having three football clubs in 

its boundary. On occasions more than one match is scheduled to take place 
on the Borough at one time and this can cause serious resourcing problems 
to the clubs, and to the Police. The impact on the Borough’s own resources, 
road network, public transport and it’s residents is also a major consideration. 
The Authority continues to work hard with the clubs and football authorities on 
fixture scheduling particularly with cup competitions to ensure that any 
potential fixture clashes that will have a serious impact are avoided. The 
Chairman of the SAG has led on this issue across London engaging with all of 
the football authorities to raise the importance of the issue. The Borough has 
also been successful in persuading the football authorities to move fixtures.  

 
9.4 Pyrotechnic devices: The indiscriminate use of flares, smoke bombs and 

other pyrotechnic devices inside and outside of sports stadiums continued to 
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pose a serious safety and fire risk. In an attempt to combat this problem, the 
clubs remained vigilant with strict pre-entry searching regimes and 
surveillance to assist in bringing any offenders who discharge such dangerous 
devices inside stadiums to justice. 

 
10.0 FOCUSED AREAS OF WORK  
 
10.1 Traffic Management Orders (TMO): Since the Police withdrawal from the 

management of road closures on match days, the three clubs have had to 
take on additional and important responsibilities in this area. A road closure 
on match days facilitates the safe passage to and from the stadiums by 
spectators and ensures that the emergency services can respond quickly 
should an incident arise. The proper management of the road closures by the 
clubs is of key importance to the safe capacity of the stadiums and is 
monitored closely by the authority during its inspections. 

 
10.2 Chelsea FC: Following a full security review, changes to the operation of the 

TMO resulted in the Fulham Road being closed for the duration of the match, 
previously it had re-opened during the first half of the fixture to local traffic. 
The purpose of this closure is to keep the Fulham Road as sterile as possible 
during the event.    

 
10.3 Tube Queue Management: For many years the control of crowds on the 

highway and outside of train stations has been managed by the Police. This 
was deemed as not being a part of the Police’s core role and responsibilities, 
which are to maintain law and order and to prevent crime. The SAG facilitated 
discussions between the MPS, football clubs and other key stakeholders with 
the aim to ensure that any withdrawal was managed in a planned and co-
ordinated manner to ensure public safety was not compromised. The most 
significant impact on this policy change was with Fulham Broadway Tube 
Station and with the ultimate transfer of responsibilities from the Police to 
Chelsea FC over several seasons.  

 
10.4 Football Supporter Trusts The authority has carried out some positive 

engagement work with both home and away recognised supporter trusts. This 
has focussed on ensuring that the views of fans are sought and it has paved 
the way in ensuring that the supporters have a voice into the work of the SAG. 
We have also set up meetings with supporter groups prior to tense derby 
fixtures so as to engage with the travelling away supporters and make them 
feel as welcome as possible.  

 
10.5 Other key focussed areas of work have included a review of stewarding 

arrangements at the clubs, concourse safety management and persistent 
standing in seated areas. 
 

11.0 COLLABORATIVE WORK 
 
11.1 An essential component of this work is maintaining close collaboration with a 

large number of partners/stakeholders in relation to the match day safety 
arrangements. 
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11.2 Metropolitan Police (MPS) Close liaison occurs between the local authority 

and the MPS on a match by match basis to facilitate joined up planning to 
ensure a safe event takes place and all foreseeable risks are mitigated.     

 
11.3 Streetscene / Street Cleansing Are required to carry out pre-match safety 

inspections of the streets around the football stadiums to ensure that any 
builder skips or refuse fly-tips are removed. This is important work to ensure 
footpaths and roads are not obstructed or cause safety risks to pedestrians. 
Likewise, materials which may be used as missiles or weapons in the event of 
disorder must be removed.    

 
11.4 Highways They are responsible for the administration and review of the 

match day road closures and for ensuring the co-ordination of road 
engineering works so that it does not adversely impact match day safety 
arrangements.  

 
11.5 Parks Police Service The importance of Bishop’s Park on Fulham match 

days cannot be understated as it provides and important route to and from 
Craven Cottage of football supporters. The role and responsibility of the Parks 
Police to ensure the safety and security of park users and football supporters 
requires additional resources to ensure the impact on the park and its users 
are not adversely affected on match days. The Parks Police is a key member 
of the Fulham FC Safety Advisory Group. 

 
11.6 RBKC LBHF have been working with colleagues in The Royal Borough of 

Kensington and Chelsea to ensure match days are safe for all supporters 
visiting Stamford Bridge.  This includes Street Scene Enforcement and 
checking the highways around Fulham Road for fly tipped material, skips and 
illegal street trading.  A national newspaper reported an offensive T shirt that 
was being sold by traders. Both boroughs worked together to identify the 
trader, who was in Kensington and Chelsea, and prevent any further items 
being sold.    

 
11.7 Licensing As Fulham is experiencing a period of re-development, the number 

of traditional home supporter pubs has decreased especially along the North 
End Road and Lillie Road. This has meant that more Chelsea supporters are 
using Earls Court pubs pre-match. Traditionally this is the area where the 
Away supporters are encouraged to go and so the area is increasingly busy 
on match days.  This area is also seeing an increase in street drinking where 
Away supporters purchase alcoholic drinks from local off-license premises 
and supporters are drinking on the streets around Earls Court Station.  

 
11.8 Fulham licensed premises including off licenses around the ground have 

match day conditions which are all monitored.  Kensington and Chelsea 
licensing officers have been carrying out extra match day inspections around 
Earl’s Court monitoring the situation. It is advantageous that supporters arrive 
at the ground in good time before kick-off as where they all arrive late and in 
high numbers it causes hold ups and delays the supporters’ access to the 
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stadium. These delays can have the effect of causing poor behaviour of the 
spectators.    

 
11.9 Trading Standards They will carry out match day inspections of existing 

licensed street traders to ensure compliance with trade descriptions and trade 
mark legislation and they will where necessary identify and seize counterfeit 
goods and tackle any illegal street trading. 

 
11.10 The recent Saudi Super Cup fixture held at Craven Cottage, realised the 

importance of collaborative work particularly required between the Council 
departments. There were a number of lessons learnt from this fixture owing to 
an adverse impact caused to local residents with higher than normal level of 
waste generated by the lively supporters and traffic management issues 
encountered on the day. 

 
12.0 THE FUTURE  
 
12.1 Stamford Bridge redevelopment 

The planning application has been out for re-consultation and we have 
commented from a Sports Ground Safety view point to our Planning 
colleagues.  This application is for a 60,000 seated football stadium which 
Commercial Services will issue a Safety Certificate to admit spectators.  

 
12.2 Craven Cottage redevelopment 

Planning permission was given to Fulham FC several years ago for the 
redevelopment of the Riverside Stand which on completion would have 
increased the capacity of the stadium to 30,000. To date the works have not 
commenced and the plans are currently being reviewed by the Club to ensure 
that they meet the long term aspirations for Craven Cottage. 

 
12.3 Queens Park Rangers 

The creation of a new stadium as part of the Old Oak Common 
redevelopment remains a longer term ambition for QPR. 

 
13.0 CONCLUSION 
 
13.1 These events bring vibrancy and economic benefit to the Borough. However, 

we continue to challenge the clubs and all partners to operate in a way that 
respects the residents who live in the proximity of these stadiums and the fans 
who travel through the Borough to visit the stadiums.  
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Item Report Author(s) Comments 

28 June 2016 – Policing, Crime and ASB 
 
 

 

Environmental Health Annual Report 2015-16 

To receive the Environmental Health annual report. 

Ann Ramage 
 

Noise Nuisance Prevention and Busking 

To hear about, and comment upon, the services which prevent and 
tackle noise nuisance, and to consider the council’s approach to 
busking. 

Richard Buckley 
 

Strategic Assessment for Crime and ASB 2016/17 

The 2015/16 Assessment was brought to the PAC in November 
2015. The aim of this item is to allow Councillors to comment on and 
influence the priorities 

Claire Rai/Duncan 
Smith 

 

Policing / Community Safety 

To consider joint working between the Police and Council, the work 
of the council funded police officers and how the police involve 
residents in their work. 

Dave Page / Claire 
Rai 

 

CCTV / RIPA 

To consider how well the current network is working (particularly in 
assisting the police) and also to get an idea on what plans there are 
to expand the coverage. 

 

 

 

 

Janette Mullins / 
Andy Stocker 
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21 September 2016 – Gang Violence and Greening the Borough 
 
 

 

Environmental Planning Requirements 

How is the Council ensuring maximum value for residents from large-
scale developments in the borough? How is the impact on the 
environment being mitigated? 

Matt Butler 
 

Ending Gang Violence and Exploitation Strategy  

What problems does Hammersmith and Fulham have with gangs and 
youth violence? How does the gangs and youth violence strategy aim 
to tackle these? How will we know if it has been successful? 

Claire Rai 
 

Air Quality Commission 

Draft Report for Public Comments 

Peter Smith 
 

16 November 2016 – Sport and Leisure 
 
 

 

Biodiversity in Hammersmith and Fulham 

To consider the council’s work to improve biodiversity, including work 
in parks and tackling air pollution. Also to consider how the council 
involves its residents in increasing biodiversity. 

Richard Buckley 
 

Sport and Leisure Strategy 

To consider the proposed new sport and leisure strategy, and ensure 
that it includes the best work done in other boroughs and reflects the 
aspirations of the borough’s residents and sports clubs. 

Dave Page / Jardine 
Finn 

 

Sports Grounds Safety Report 

To understand the work of Environmental Health officers in ensuring 
that sports grounds are safe for spectators. 

Ann Ramage 
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30 January 2017 – Waste, Hammersmith Gyratory and the 
Council’s Budget 

 
 

 

Future Waste and Street Cleansing Services – Involving the 
Citizen  

To receive an update on the work which has been done to improve 
the Council’s Waste and Street Cleansing Services. 

Sue Harris / Kathy 
May 

 

Draft Budget 

To review the 2016/17 budget for the departments. Senior officers 
are to discuss the major areas of challenge for their services and 
highlight areas for scrutiny.  

Mark Jones / Senior 
Officers 

 

 

1 March 2017 –  Parking, Markets and Direct Services for 
Businesses 

 
 

 

Parking 

To consider the improvements made to parking services. 

David Taylor 
 

Street Markets 

To scrutinise the changes which have been made to street markets 
and their impact on local traders. 

Dave Page   

Commercial Waste 

To consider the commercial waste service offered by the council. 

Sue Harris / Kathy 
May 

 

 

 

24 April 2017 –  Registrars and Cemeteries 
 
 

 

Cemeteries 

To consider the council’s cemetery provision. 

Dave Page 
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Registrars 

To discuss the services offered by the registry office. 

Dave Page   

June 2017  
 

 

20 mph Zones 

To consider the implementation of additional 20mph zones in the 
borough. 

Nick Boyle 
 

 

Future Items  
 

 

Hammersmith Gyratory Better Junctions Scheme 

To Consider the outcome of the consultation and to give views on the 
revised proposals. 

Nick Boyle  
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CSERS PAC REMIT:- 

 Transport, including roads maintenance, other transport infrastructure 

 Parking policy, traffic management and the relationship with TfL 

 Planning policy and performance and the impact of developments on transport infrastructure and the environment 

 The local environment  

 Street Scene 

 Parks and open spaces 

 Recycling and environmental sustainability 

 Waste disposal, street cleansing, refuse collection  

 Cemeteries 

 Biodiversity 

 Quality of life 

 Community safety 

 Tackling anti-social behaviour 

 Licensing and gambling 

 Neighbourhood governance 
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